TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SUPERCOLOR COLOURED GROUT
DESCRIPTION
- It is a waterproof mortar made in different colours for grouting ceramic tiles of any type and
shape, for exterior and interior use. Grout can be cleaned after it is completely dry
- For filling joints 1 mm to 5 mm wide
- Available in 29 colours
SUBSTRATE
- The joints must be dry and free from oils, paints and dust
- A protector should be applied when the ceramic tile is absorbent or has an uneven surface
- Ceramic tile surface must be clean before application
PREPARATION
- Mix the powder with approximately 30% to 34% water
- Never add to the water additive products that we do not recommend
- Do not use water in excess
- Mix to a consistent slurry
- Apply immediately
APPLICATION
- Spread the slurry with a rubber trowel diagonally across the joints, applying some pressure
- A mortar sprayer can be used
- Application in small areas is recommended
- Do not apply with rain, negative temperatures, direct sunlight and very high temperatures; for
more vibrant colours take into consideration possible efflorescences if the environment is very
moist or if the substrate is less than 28 days old
- After application, wait for the hardening, approximately 50 to 100 minutes
- Once the grout has started to harden, clean and smooth with a damp sponge if necessary
CLEANING
- Use an absorbent sponge
- Do not use too much water during cleaning
- Excess powder must be dry-cleaned with a cloth
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SUPERCOLOR COLOURED GROUT
COMPOSITION
- White Cement CEM II
- Natural calcium carbonate
- Inorganic additives
- Mineral pigments
- Plasticising resins
- Waterproofing additives
STORAGE
- Dry and ventilated place, on pallet and in original sealed packages, for one year after the date
of packaging
PRESENTATION
- Cardboard boxes with 6 units of 1 kg (plastic bucket)
- Packages of 3kg and 5kg (plastic bucket)
TECHNICAL DATA
- Period of use

45 minutes

- Wetting power

not specified

- Usage

see table

- Dry density

1.08

- Wet density

1.82

- Storage

12 months after the date of manufacture

- Our technical information - verbal, written or by testing - is based on our current knowledge and experience, but does not
involve any guarantee, so the customer must always test the adaptation of our products to their processes and intended
purposes.
- As the application is beyond our control, we do not take any responsibility for any anomalies arising from incorrect use of
our products.
- If a poor supply is proven to be our responsibility, it will be limited to the value of the goods used.
- We guarantee the consistency of the quality of our products according to the general conditions of supply.
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